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presented. First the general QH edge state picture is reviewed,

including recent theory which explains the importance of in-

compressible strips at the sample edge. Then two sharp edge

geometries are presented where incompressible strips are pre-

dicted to vanish below the scale of the magnetic length:

T-junction edge tunneling devices and L-junction bent quan-

tum wells. Tunnel spectroscopy in the T-junction device di-

rectly measures the real space position of the edge state or-

bit centers, verifying an almost ideal sharp edge confinement

and providing evidence that incompressible strips vanish in

such a potential. Conduction along the junction of the L-

sample is presented, revealing unconventional temperature

and voltage dependence along a unique type of QH boundary.

Hartree calculations explain how this behavior can result

from the sharp non-planar confinement potential which is not

possible to realize either in planar systems or at soft-
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 1 Introduction The quantum Hall effect (QH) occurs 
when a quantizing magnetic field B induces a mobility gap 
near the Fermi energy of a two-dimensional electron sys-
tems (2DES) [1–4]. This gap arises at electron densities n 
commensurate with the density of flux quanta /n eB hφ = , 
such that the filling factor ratio /n nφν =  is near certain in-
tegers or simple fractions N . The Hall resistance is quan-
tized 2(1/ ) /

xy
N h eρ =  and the longitudinal resistance van-

ishes 0
xx

ρ =  for a finite range of magnetic field B around 
the condition Nν = . 
 The 1 2 3 . . .N = , ,  integer QH effect is induced by ei-
ther Landau quantization gaps, 

L
/eB m� *=D  or Zeeman 

gaps 
Z B

E g Bµ*= , where m*  is the effective mass, g* is 
the effective Landé g-factor, and 

B
µ  is the Bohr magneton. 

For integers 1N >  these gaps appear also in the density of 
states below the Fermi energy, and towards the edge of a 
sample each gap will be lifted across the Fermi energy in 
succession as the electron density depletes [5, 6]. 

Chklovskii et al. [7] explain how for smooth-edge poten-
tials each gap in the bulk results in an incompressible strip 
at the edge, separated from its neighbor by a metallic com-
pressible strip. When the Hall resistance is quantized, the 
incompressible strips form electrostatic dipoles that carry 
the lossless Hall current along the sample edge transverse 
to their dipole electric field, and the compressible strips 
completely screen the electric field of the edge potential 
and carry no current. 
 Recent work suggests that the incompressible strips 
play a defining role for the QH effect in the limit of narrow 
samples with high-mobility [9]. Such samples are smaller 
than the correlation length of long-range disorder potential 
fluctuations, so the sample can be approximated as a flat 
potential with only short range potential scatterers. Pro-
vided that incompressible strips are wider than the mag-
netic length, the Hall effect is quantized; but when the real 
space width of these strips is smaller than a magnetic 
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length, disorder scatters the overlapping compressible re-
gions into the bulk, and the Hall effect is no longer quan-
tized. The detailed theory by Siddiki et al. [9] treats the en-
tire sample with a local conductivity model in a Thomas–
Fermi Poisson approach to locate the positions and widths 
of the incompressible strips, to correlate the existence of 
incompressible strips with the observation of Hall plateaus. 
 Experimental evidence of this picture has been seen in 
the scanning-probe experiments of Ahlswede et al. [8], 
which directly measured the edge potential in narrow sam-
ples under bias and show how the the Hall voltage is 
dropped across the innermost incompressible strip. As 
soon as the incompressible strip vanishes, the Hall effect 
becomes unquantized. The above theory also motivated 
subsequent experiments in narrow high-mobility Hall bars 
by Horas et al. [10] which show strongly asymmetric pla-
teau structures as predicted. 
 At a sharp edge, the depletion of electrons at the edge 
is too rapid to allow the formation of incompressible strips 
wider than the magnetic length, so according to Ref. [9] 
one would actually expect that the QH plateaus could van-
ish at such an edge. To date, however, fabrication of a nar-
row, sharp-edged Hall sample has not been technologically 
possible. The only means of fabricating such sharp edges 
has been with cleave-regrowth techniques which typically 
couple a second electron system to the sharp edge through 
a tunnel barrier [11–14]. The unusual power-law correla-
tions observed in certain edge-tunneling experiments [11, 
12] may be explainable if incompressible strips do, in fact, 
vanish at such a sharp edge, meaning that this “edge” tun-
neling experiment is actually probing the bulk compressi-
bility. It is important therefore to devise new geometries 
which can probe and better understand sharp edges to de-
termine whether incompressible strips vanish, what other 
characteristics sharp edges have, and how they can be 
combined in new geometries to discover novel QH phe-
nomena. 
 This paper will review experimental realizations of 
sharp edge samples. First, T-junctions of quantum wells 
permit the dispersion of edge states near an atomically 
abrupt boundary potential to be probed, and evidence  
is presented that no incompressible strips wider than  
the magnetic length exist. Next, L-junctions of quantum 
wells  explore the new kinds of boundaries possible when 

counter-propagating sharp edges are combined in non-
planar geometries. Temperature and voltage dependence 
demonstrate novel behaviors. 
 
 2 T-junction samples We first introduce the edge-
tunneling geometry fabricated by cleaved-edge overgrowth, 
consisting of two orthogonal quantum wells in a T-shaped 
junction joined at a tunnel barrier [15–17]. Magneto-
tunneling measurements at this sharp quantum Hall edge are 
made. Peaks in the tunnel conductance are shown to arise 
from momentum conserved tunneling into individual quan-
tum Hall edge states. Knowledge of the Fermi momentum of 
the tunneling electrons determines the real-space distanceof 
the edge states from the tunnel barrier. The results can be in-
terpreted as a quantifiable description of edge states in the 
sharp quantum Hall edge limit, and incompressible strips are 
shown to vanish below the magnetic length scale at this 
sharp edge. 
 
 2.1 Fabrication The samples consist of two separately 
contacted perpendicular high mobility quantum wells (QW ^  
and )QW

�  forming a T-shaped structure (Fig. 1), where ⊥ and 
�  are defined relative to the quantizing magnetic field, B. 
QW

^  is the quantum Hall effect system under study, and 
QW

� functions as the probe quantum well. The QWs consist 
of GaAs embedded in Al0.32Ga0.78As. Using cleaved-edge 
overgrowth (CEO), a 150 Å thick (001)-quantum well 
( )QW

^  is cleaved along the perpendicular (110)-plane and 
overgrown with a 200w =  Å thick (110)-quantum well 
(QW �) in a second epitaxial growth step. The quantum wells 
are separated from each other by a 50b =  Å thick 

B
320Φ =  meV high Al

0 32.
Ga

0 78.
As tunnel barrier. Both QWs 

are modulation doped with a Si-δ  layer 500 Å and 400 Å 
away from the respective QWs. The electron sheet density in 
the bulk of QW

^  and QW
�  after illumination is 

11 2
2 10 cmn n∼ ∼

�^ -
¥  for both and they are 5000 Å and 

3600 Å below the surface, respectively. The low temperature 
mobility in QW ^  is 6 2

1
2 10 cm Vsµ ª ¥ /  while for QW �  we 

estimate 5 2

2
2 10 cm Vsµ ≥ ¥ / . In the y -direction the sample 

geometry is translationally invariant and the tunnel junction 
extends about 20 µm in width. The sQW  are separately con-
tacted with ohmic indium contacts and the tunnel conduc-
tance dI/dV is studied in a 3He cryostat at temperatures of 
400 mK. 

 

       

Figure 1 Samples are fabricated by cleaved edge 
overgrowth. Two quantum wells (QW ^  and QW �) 
are arranged in a T-shape separated by a 50 Å thick 
tunnel barrier. A magnetic field B creates quantum 
Hall edge currents in QW ^  propagating parallel to 
the extended tunnel junction. QW �  acts as probe 
contact. 
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 3 Electronic structure of a sharp edge Figure 2 
shows the differential tunnel conductance dI/dV at zero dc-
bias while sweeping the B-field. We observe well devel-
oped peaks in dI/dV at certain values of the magnetic field. 
The four resonances are denoted with 0 1 2 3n = , , ,   
from right to left. Their height and width is larger for those 
at higher B-field. The peaks show a slightly asymmetric 
shape with a steeper slope at the high B side. Above  
5 T we observe a strong suppression of the tunnel cur- 
rent. 
 

 3.1 Dispersion E vs. ky, translational momen-
tum In the following we explain the special tunnel  
selection rules based on momentum conserved tunnel- 
ing. In the presence of a magnetic field the electronic  
states in QW ^  are quantized to Landau levels with  
energy gaps proportional to B. The confining edge  
potential ( )V x  enters into the full Schroedinger equation 
as: 

2( )
( ) ( ) ( )

2
V x x y E x y

m
Ψ Ψ

-È ˘
+ , = , .Í ˙*Î ˚

p eA
 (1) 

Choosing the Landau gauge ˆ( )x y xB, =A y  where 0x =  in 
the center of QW �, Eq. (1) becomes translationally invari-
ant in the y-direction. Expressing ( ) ( ) e ,y

y

ik y

n kx y xΨ ψ
,

, =  
we can solve for the orbital solutions in  x as  well  as  the  

dispersion ( )
n y

E k
^ : 

2

2 2 2

c 0

1
( ) ( ) ( )

22
y

x
y n k

p
m x k l V x x

m
ω ψ

,

È ˘*+ - +Í ˙*Î ˚
 

( ) ( )
yn y n kE k xψ

^

,=  , (2) 

where n is the Landau index, 
c

/eB mω *
=  is the cyclotron 

frequency for mass ,m
*  and 2

0
l eB�= /  is the squared mag-

netic length. 
 For QW �  the 2D k-space dispersion projects onto the 

y
k -axis with the parabolic contour: 

2 2

( )
2

y

y

k
E k

m

�
�

=

*

 . (3) 

From our choice of Landau gauge, the parabolic dispersion 
will always be centered at 0

y
k = . We neglect spin splitting 

since the bare Zeeman energy is below our experimental 
resolution, and we neglect the influence of the parallel 
magnetic field in Eq. (3) since orbital effects in QW � from 
the in-plane field can be shown to be negligible1.  
 
 3.2 Dispersion E vs. X, orbit center coordinate 
If we scale the momentum in y by the square of the mag-
netic length, we can describe the tunnel selection rules also 
 

1
 Calculations showed that the k-space position for the Fermi point FP

�
 

and the dispersion velocity there change less than 5% even up to 10 T 

where 
0
l w< , so the parabolic dispersion assumption is justified. 

Figure 2 (Sample I: 11
1 9 10n

^
= . ¥  

2)cm
-  Lower panel: The differential 

tunnel conductance dI/dV as a func-

tion of the magnetic field B at zero 

bias voltage. Upper panels: Energy 

diagrams ( )E X  of the quantum Hall 

edge states for the resonance condi-

tions at 0V =  as a function of the or-

bit guiding center position X. The 

black circle indicates the edge state at 

the Fermi energy that is in resonance 

with the Fermi point of the probe con-

tact. The wave function of this edge 

mode is also depicted. 
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in terms of the conservation of orbit center coordinate in  
x, 2

0 y
X l k= . This coordinate system will give us the best 

intuition for a real-space picture of the quantum Hall  
edge. 
 Equation (2) then takes the form: 

2

2 2

c

1
( ) ( ) ( )

22

x

n X

p
m x X V x x

m
ω ψ

,

È ˘*+ - +Í ˙*Î ˚
 

( ) ( )
n n X

E X xψ
^

,=  . (4) 

We can write E� as a function of X as well. 

2 2

4

0

( )
2

X
E X

m l

� �
=

*

 . (5) 

 Since both energy E and orbit center X are conserved 
upon tunneling, states can be plotted according to their E 
vs. X eigenvalues (Fig. 2), and tunneling is only allowed 
where the two curves ( )

n
E X

^  and ( )E X
�  intersect. d /dI V  

features a maximum at magnetic fields whenever the Fermi 
point FP�  of the probe QW �  crosses the QH dispersion 
curves. In real space, the orbit center coordinate associated 
with this Fermi point is 2

F F 0 F
/X k l k eB

� �
�= = , tunable with 

magnetic field given a constant 8 1

F
| | (1 2 0 1) 10 mk

� -

= . ± . ¥ . 
We note that the orbit center tunnel distance 

F
X  is the 

same as the cyclotron radius in QW �  for an orthogonal 
magnetic field. 
 To illustrate the resulting system, the dispersion curve 

( )
n

E X
^  is calculated for an ideally sharp step function edge 

potential ( )V x  at the barrier position for zero bias [18]. The 
result is plotted in Fig. 2 for magnetic fields consistent 
with a resonance condition for the three most prominent 
tunnel conduction peaks. 
 
 3.3 Real-space position of sharp edge channels 
In the following we study the peak positions in magnetic 
field 

n
B  to determine the real  space position of  the edge 

states at the Fermi energy. For this purpose, we define a 
new length scale 

F
( ) | ( )| /2

b n
X n X B b w= - - , the distance of 

the n-th experimentally observed orbit center position at 
resonance from the hard wall barrier. Table 1 shows these 
experimental positions 

b
X  for the four observed edge chan-

nels. Note that in all cases the distance of the n-th level 
from the edge is of order the magnetic length 

0
l . 

  
 
Table 1 Measured distance ( )

b
X n  of the n-th orbit guiding cen-

ter from the tunnel barrier for the edge channels 0 1 2 3n = , , ,  at 

various B-fields, compared to the magnetic length 
0
l  and to the 

analytical sharp edge limit 
min

( )
b

X n
,

 ( 11 2
cm1 9 10n

^ -
= . ¥ ). 

n 0 1 2 3  

n
B  (T) 3.44 1.9 1.33 ∼1.02  

v 2.3 4.1 5.9 7.7  

0
l  (nm)  14 19 22 25  

min
( )

b
X n

,

(nm)  0 13 27 42  

( )
b

X n (nm)  8 ± 2 26 ± 3 44 ± 5 62 ± 6  

 At zero voltage bias, the theoretical edge channel posi-
tion can be deduced from an analytical picture that is sim-
pler than the Hartree method outlined above, provided 
screening is neglected. First we recall that the orbital 
wavefunctions in the Landau levels are given by Hermite 
polynomials multiplied by a gaussian. When the bulk 
Fermi energy is pinned within the N-th bulk Landau level, 
the position where the n-th Landau band crosses the Fermi 
energy is simply given by 

min 0
( )

b N n
X N n lξ

, ,

, = , where 
N m

ξ
,

 
is the m-th zero of the N-th order Hermite polynomial and 

1 .n N+ £  This model matches the experimental trend very 
well, consistently predicting an edge position about one 
magnetic length closer to the barrier than the experimental 
value. We attribute this small difference to a slight band 
bending towards the edge of QW ^ , arising from the de-
tailed electrostatics of this non-planar tunnel geometry 
[19]. 
  For all values of n , the length scale between edge 
channels is found to be of order or smaller than both the 
magnetic length 

0
l  and the Bohr radius 

0
10 nma = in GaAs. 

As a consequence, the formation of compressible and in-
compressible strips as predicted by Chklovskii et al. [7] 
cannot occur here since the electrostatic screening central 
to the model must take place on length scales larger than 
both of these. Nor is the integer QH edge reconstruction 
proposed for softedges expected to occur here since the ob-
served depletion length scales are significantly less than 
the requisite 

0
8 l  [20]. Looking at the upper panels of Fig. 2, 

one sees a pot of the wavefunction associated with the 
various orbit centers at the Fermi energy. From these it is 
clear that the states associated with the compressible Lan-
dau bands overlap in real space, so that in the presence of  
short-range disorder electrons will freely scatter charge 
from the edge all the way to the bulk. Thus the observed 
resonant tunneling peak positions verify that a sharp edge 
limit has been observed wherein the compressible edge 
states overlap, and incompressible strips are too narrow to 
carry a lossless edge current. 
 
 4 L-junction samples A non-planar geometry for the 
quantum Hall (QH) effect is studied, whereby two quan-
tum Hall (QH) systems are joined at a sharp right angle. 
When both facets are at equal filling factor v the junction 
hosts a channel with non-quantized conductance, depend-
ent on v. The state is metallic at 1/3ν = , with conductance 
along the junction increasing as the temperature T  drops. 
At 1 2ν = ,  it is strongly insulating, and at 3 4ν = ,  it shows 
only weak T  dependence. Upon applying a dc voltage bias 
along the junction, the differential conductance again 
shows three different behaviors. Hartree calculations of the 
dispersion at the junction illustrate possible explanations, 
and differences from planar QH structures are highlighted. 
 
 4.1 Fabrication This device is named the corner 
quantum-well heterojunction (CQW), fabricated by over-
growing a standard GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction structure 
on an ex-situ cleaved corner [22]. To achieve high-quality  
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Figure 3 Left: SEM micrograph of corner overgrowth test struc-

ture. Right: Schematic of growth geometry: rotation axis ˆ,z  

source angle θ
S
, substrate angle 

s
θ , and precleave angle 

p
θ . 

 

growth across the corner, both facets must have the same 
Miller index class. To expose orthogonal {110}-class 
cleave-planes, a (110)-GaAs substrate wafer is cleaved 
once in the orthogonal (110)  plane. The shared corner be-
tween the (110) and (110)  planes serves as the overgrowth 
corner and is mounted facing the molecular flux. For 
shorthand, we refer to (110) as the s-facet and (110)  as the 
p-facet (corresponding to ‘substrate’ and ‘precleave’, re-
spectively). 
 The samples were grown in a Epi Gen-II molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE) system with an ultra-high vacuum 
ambient ( 11

10P
-

ª  mbar). The ẑ -axis in Fig. 3 is the rota-
tion axis of the substrate as well as the axis around which 
the molecular sources are symmetrically arranged at an 
azimuthal angle 33°θ

S
= . The molecular flux 

0
Φ  is first 

calibrated with RHEED on a standard flat substrate. The 
corner-substrate is then mounted in its place with both s- 
and p-facets at a nominal 

s p
90 45θ θ= ∞ - = ∞ angle. Under 

continuous rotation of angle α  around the ẑ  axis, the flux 
incident on the tilted s-facet will consist of an oscillating-
component which averages to zero, and a constant compo-
nent equal to the RHEED calibrated flux 

0
Φ  projected onto 

the tilted surface, 
s 0 s

cos ( )Φ Φ θ=  [21]. The complemen-
tary p-facet will correspondingly see an average flux of 

p 0 p 0 scos ( ) sin ( )Φ Φ θ Φ θ= = .  In  spite  of  fluctuations in 

the molecular flux due to rotation, we nonetheless achieve 
high quality crystal growth on the tilted facets of the corner 
substrate. After oxide desorbtion, the sample is overgrown 
under rotation (d /dtα = 7 rpm) at a substrate temperature of 

sub
460 °CT =  with all molecular fluxes increased by  

a factor of 1/cos (45°) 2=  to compensate for the  
geometrically reduced flux on the tilted substrate. For  
a typical growth, the beam equivalent pressure 

4

5

As
BEP 5 10

-

= ¥ mbar, and 7

Ga
BEP 2 2 10

-

= . ¥ mbar, corre-
sponding to a RHEED calibrated Ga growth rate of 2 4.  Å/s 
on a flat substrate. 
 In the SEM picture in Fig. 3, we confirm the sharpness 
of the corner growth morphology in a test corner-
overgrown superlattice structure. Using the RHEED cali-
brated flux values, the three dark bands on the left p-  
(right s-) side of the sample are 810 Å  (560 Å) AlAs  
separated by lighter GaAs/AlGaAs layers of varying thick-
ness 1620 Å, 1620 Å  and 2430 Å  (1120 Å, 1120 Å, and 
1680 Å) from the surface downwards. The corner junction 
clearly maintains a sharp 90° corner profile even under re-
growth. The slightly thicker layers on the left result from a 
growth angle of 

s
56°θ =  with the ratio of thicknesses d on 

the two sides equal to 
s p s

tan ( )d d θ/ = . 
 
 4.2 Transport precharacterization By measuring 
the 4-point longitudinal resistance of the two facets (Fig. 4), 
the densities of the two facets can be independently  
measured with the result: ns = 1.07 × 1011 cm–2  and np  = 
1.30 × 1011 cm–2. Observation of fractional quantum Hall 
effect minima forming at this strength at filling factor 

2 3ν = /  at 350 mK attests that both facets have a transport 
mobility of order µ ≈ 5 × 105 cm2 Vs. We explain the dis-
similarity in the two densities by considering that the 
thickness of growth on the two facets will not be equal if 
the corner is not mounted at exactly 45° during growth.
 To demonstrate continuity of the 2D electron system, 
we first measure the 2-point resistance across the corner at 
zero B. The cross-corner resistance is ∼1 kW  comparable 
to the 2-point resistivities within a given facet, our first in-
dication of a continuous 2D system. For a more rigorous 
demonstration of 2D continuity, we apply a magnetic field 
and tilt the sample to an angle where the filling factors  
on the two facets make simple integer ratios [23]. Figure 5 

 

  

Figure 4 
xx

R  for the substrate and 

precleave facets plotted versus pro-

jected perpendicular .B
^

 Fractional 

QH minima at 2 3ν = /  attest to sample 

quality.  
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Figure 5 4-point cross-corner resistances. cc

AB
0R =  and cc 2

CD s p s p( / ) ( / )R h eν ν ν ν= -  when both facets are in QH plateaus, as predicted by 

the Landauer–Buttiker formalism (inset).  

 
shows the case 

s p s
/ 2 ( 31 3°)ν ν θ= = . , and the inset shows 

the edge-state diagram for the 
s p

2 1ν ν: = :  case. With a cur-
rent supplied from contact Y to contact Z, the 4-point resis-
tance across the corner between voltage contacts A and B, 

cc

AB
R , is zero (0 0 5± . W ) whenever both 2D systems are 
gapped (

s p
ν ν:  = 2:1, 4:2, 6:3). From the Landauer–

Buttiker diagram, this means the outermost edge channel is 
transmitted across the corner with no backscattering, dem-
onstrating the continuity of the 2D electron system across 
the corner. For voltage contacts C–D in the same gapped 
regions, the Landauer–Buttiker equations predict the ob-
served cc 2

CD s p s p( / ) /R h eν ν ν ν= - . 
 

5 Electronic structure of a bent quantum 
Hall junction 
 5.1 Hartree solution of charge density We calcu-
lated the self-consistent Hartree electron density at the 
CQW heterojunction, revealing an enhanced density ex-
actly at the corner. Integrating the electron density cross-
sectionally in the (100) direction and projecting onto the 
corner profile indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 6, we ar-
rive at a measure of the local 2D density along the CQW, 
unfolded and plotted as a solid line in Fig. 6. We observe a 
single, deeply bound 1D-wire ground state at the corner 
( 0)d =  with calculated ground energy 

F 0
7E E- =  meV 

and spatial extent 
0

200xD = Å (dotted line). All other states 
have much weaker binding energy 

F 1
4

n
E E

≥
- £  meV and 

much larger spatial extent 
1

1000
n
x

≥
D >  Å, so we subtract 

out the 1D density and label the remainder as two-
dimensional in character (dashed line). Breaking the total 
charge density into 2D and 1D densities, we observe in the 
Fig. 6 inset, that the 2D states maintain a remarkably uni-
form density  11 2

1 2 10 cmn
-

= . ¥  up to  within 
F
/2λ  of the 

corner, where 
F
/2λ =  π/2 360n = Å  is half the Fermi 

wavelength. We note that the calculated 2D continuum of 
electrons across the corner is consistent with the observed   
low cross-corner resistance and lossless edge channel con-
duction over the corner.  

 For the two samples studied in what follows, the facets 
have near-equal densities 11 2

1
1 10 10 cmn

-

= . ¥  and 
11 2

2
1 28 10 cmn

-

= . ¥ , and a junction length L  = 2 mm for 
sample A ( 11 112 2

1 2
1 11 10 1 45 10cm cmn n

- -

= . ¥ , = . ¥ , and 
L  = 4.5 mm for sample B) [1] with a mobility estimated at 
around 5 2

5 10 /Vs .cmµ ∼ ¥  Additional samples showed the 
same behavior which was reproducible in multiple cool-
downs. 
 
 5.2 Dispersion E vs. ky and E vs. X We consider 
now the case of equal v on both facets. In analogy  
with Section 3, we calculate the dispersion at finite B,  
but  now  using  the  Hartree  potential  

H
( )V x z,  solved 

at 0B =  for a sharp corner confinement: 

2

H

( )
( )

2

e
V x z E

m
ψ ψ

+Ï ¸
+ , =Ì ˝*Ó ˛

p A
 . (6) 

Figure 7(b) shows the Cartesian coordinates, and the calcu-
lations  assume  equal  charge  density  on  both  facets,  
 

 

Figure 6 Hartree calculation of total charge density (solid), sepa-

rated into 1D (dotted) and 2D (dashed) contributions.   
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Figure 7 (a) Schematic of the bent quantum well subjected to a quantizing B field. The electrons in the facets (dark grey) and corner 

accumulation wire (light grey). (b) Hartree calculations of the dispersion at a sharp corner from Eq. (6), overlaid with left- and right-

facing sharp QH edge dispersions and an accumulation wire dispersion (center parabola). Vertical dotted lines represent the effective 

hard walls seen by the edge states. 

 
11 2

1 2
1 10 cmn n

-

= = ¥ , neglecting spin for simplicity. By 
choosing the Landau gauge (0 0)Bx= , ,A , momentum 

y
k  

is a good quantum number, and the dispersion ( )
m y

E k  re-
sults from the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (6) for 

( ) e y

y

ik y

m k m x zψ φ
,

= , , where m is the Landau index. 
 Figure 7 shows the dispersion versus projected orbit 
centre 2

0y
X k l=  for the lowest energy levels. For compari-

son, the dispersion of a single sharp QH edge [25] is over-
laid on the left and its mirror image overlaid on the right. 
These two hard-wall-like dispersions arise because the 
sudden 90° bend in the heterojunction serves as a hard wall 
for the incident skipping orbits within the opposing facet. 
Unlike the planar antiwire of Ref. [14], there is no tunnel 
barrier separating the two systems, and the edge states 
from the two orthogonal facets interpenetrate at the corner. 
The third subsystem is a deeply bound wire seen previ-
ously in Hartree calculations as a 1D accumulation of 
charge at the corner [22] and indicated here by the central 
parabolic dispersion. This accumulation wire adds two 
spin-degenerate 1D modes to the edge in each direction 
and serves as an additional 1D channel for scattering. To-
gether with the 1D edge modes from the QH systems, the 
model thus predicts as many as 2N ν= +  1D modes in 
each direction, whose dispersions anticross in the Hartree 
solution.  
 

 6 Bent quantum-Hall junction conductance 
characterization We now examine the transport data at 
the bent QH junction. Zero-resistance minima in the longi-
tudinal resistance 

xx
R  for both facets in Fig. 8 (grey) iden-

tify the well-formed QH states: v = 1/3, 2/3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
The conductance along the junction is measured using the 
following 4-point geometry [32, 33]: a current is driven 
across the corner to ground with an applied bias 

s
V , and the 

resultant voltage 
cc

V  or 
cc

V ¢ is measured between two con-

tacts, one on each facet (Fig. 8, inset). The cryostat main-
tained 30 mK base temperature up to 18 T, rising to 60 mK 
at 20–23 T. 
 The cross-corner voltages 

cc
V  (solid) and 

cc
V ¢ (dashed) 

are plotted in Fig. 8. With the facets in a QH state, the cur-
rent along the junction can be calculated [26] jctI =  

2 2

cc cc
( / ) ( / ) .e h V e h Vν ν= ¢ Whenever 0,

xx
R =

cc cc
V V= ¢  repre-

sents current conservation entering and exiting the junction. 
The conductance G  along the junction is 

2 2
jct cc cc

s s s

I e V e V
G

V h V h V
ν ν

¢
= = = . (7)   

 

Figure 8 (Sample A) Longitudinal resistance 
xx

R  within each 

facet (grey), and cross-corner voltages 
cc

V  (solid black) and 
cc

V ¢  

(dashed black). Non-zero 
cc

V  minima indicate finite conduction 

along the junction. Inset: schematic of edge states and backscat-

tering of current along the junction. 
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Figure 9 Bent QH junction conductance G  vs. ν  (a) (sample A) Landau index m  and spin quantum number σ  are indicated above 

each integer ν  revealing a pairwise similarity. (b) (sample B) Length dependence of the bent QH junction conductance G. The 

1
L = 4.2 mm corner-junction was first characterized (grey lines), and then scribed to a length 

2
L = 0.45 mm and remeasured (black 

lines). 

 

The junction conductance for sample A is plotted versus ν  
in Fig. 9(a) for filling factors where 0

xx
R = . At 30 mK, the 

junction does not conduct for either ν = 1 or 2. At ν = 3, 4, 
5, and 6 the junction conductance falls within the range 
0.01–0.04 of 2

/e h. The fractional QH effect v = 2/3 shows 
a similar conductance, while the conductance at  
ν = 1/3 at 60 mK is slightly higher. In all cases, the small 
and non-quantized junction conductance 2

/G e h�  indi-
cates that charge is strongly backscattered within the junc-
tion region. 
 In Fig. 9(a), integer ν  are labelled with both the Lan-
dau index m as well as spin σ . In diffusive 1D systems, 
one expects a stepwise increase in conductance with each 
additional mode, and in Fig. 9 such steps are observed to 
occur pairwise in v :v = 1, 2 (m = 0); 3, 4 (m = 1); and 5, 6 
(m = 2). The conductance thus behaves as though the Lan-
dau index m, not ν , counts the modes at the junction. A 
suppression of spin splitting at this sharp QH junction 
could explain this result. A similar lack of spin-splitting at 
a sharp edge was already experimentally observed in tun-
neling experiments of sharp-edge systems [25] and de-
serves further scrutiny. 
 The length dependence L  of the conductance for sam-
ple B is shown in Fig. 9(b). At ν = 3, 4, and 6, where the 
dependence could be measured, the short junction 
(

2
L = 0.45 mm, black lines) conducts better than the long 

junction (
1
L = 4.2 mm, grey lines), with conductance scal-

ing approximately as 1G L∼ / . If backscattering is distrib-
uted uniformly along the length of the junction, 1D con-
ductance can be written 2( / ) /G e h N Lλ=  where Nλ  is the 
mean free path times the number of modes. These results 
suggests mean-free path 7 µmNλ = (ν = 3, 4) and 

27 µmNλ =  (ν  = 6) at the temperatures shown, and pro-
vide evidence that the charge backscattering is distributed 
along the junction.  
 The junction conductance was also measured as a func-
tion of temperature T  and dc voltage bias 

s
V . Figure 10(a) 

shows the T  dependence of the conductance for ν = 1/3, 1, 
2, 3, and 4. For each ν , the same behaviour occurs across 

the entire minimum. With decreasing T , the conductivity 
along the corner junction either decreases (ν = 1, 2), stays 
roughly constant (ν = 3, 4), or increases (ν = 1/3), illustrat-
ing what we label as strongly insulating, weakly insulating 
or metallic behaviour, respectively. In Fig. 10(b), the dif-
ferential conductance dI/dV of the corner QH junction is 
plotted for the same ν  as a function of 

s
V . For the insulator, 

d /dI V  drops drastically with reduced bias (ν = 1, 2), 
whereas d /dI V  increases for the metallic state, forming a 
cusp at zero bias (ν = 1/3). Varying the temperature up to 
170 mK while measuring this cusp reveals that most of the 
temperature dependence occurs at the small biases (not 
shown). The weakly insulating phase (ν  = 3, 4) shows the 
weakest bias dependence, with a mild dip at low bias indi-
cating an insulator. 
 Possible explanations of these phases must be consis-
tent with the experimentally measured sharp junction cur-
vature of Fig. 7(a). We therefore base our discussion on the 
dispersions of Fig. 7(b). The explanation for the insulator 
at ν  = 1, 2 is twofold. It can arise either from an anticross-
ing band insulator at the corner or from localization of 1D 
states. Gaps in the dispersion arise whenever the bands of 
Fig. 7(b) anticross, and ifthe Fermi level sits within such a 
gap, the junction would host a band insulator. At higher B  
relevant for ν  = 1, 2, the anticrossing gaps from Eq. (6) in-
crease, in contrast to planar barrier systems where the gaps 
vanish exponentiallyat high B . The increased gaps due to 
the strong coupling of the modes at the corner are likely to 
form a band insulator at high B . Alternately, the 1 2ν = ,  
insulator could arise according to the scaling theory of lo-
calization for 1D systems, since all 1D systems are ex-
pected to become insulators in the presence of disorder 
[27] and repulsive interactions [28, 29]. The limited tem-
perature range of the data in Fig. 10(a, b) is insufficient to 
identify which of these two mechanisms may be responsi-
ble, though we note that the conductance does drop faster 
than a power-law, consistent with both explanations. We 
also note that the ν = 1, 2 temperature dependences per-
fectly overlap, suggesting a common mechanism.    
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Figure 10 Sample A: (a) The temperature dependence of the bent QH junction conductance G  vs. T. ν  = 1, 2 are strongly insulating; 

ν  = 3, 4 weakly insulating, and the fractional ν  = 1/3 metallic. (b) The dc voltage dependence 
s

V  of the differential conductance d /dI V  

for the same .ν  Power laws 0 4
T

- .  and 0 4
V

- .  plotted for comparison (dotted line). 

 

 The weakly insulating behaviour at ν  = 3, 4 may be re-
lated to weak localization. Examining the voltage depend-
ence in Fig. 10, the zero-bias dip in dI/dV suggests a  
crossover from a metal to a weakly insulating state below 

s
1V ∼  mV, which would represent an energy scale for the 

weak localization. A careful modeling of the multimode 
1D conductance of Fig. 7(b) will be the first step towards 
identifying these energy scales in the model, and promises 
to be an interesting subject of future work. 
 Perhaps most intriguing is the metallic behavior at 
ν  = 1/3, with a junction conductance that increases as tem-
perature is lowered. At such high fields 

c
B B> , the Hartree 

dispersions from Eq. (1) would have to be calculated self-
consistently at finite B , and must include interactions to 
correctly account for the Laughlin ground state in the fac-
ets. Though such calculations are beyond the scope of this 
paper, qualitatively one expects a mixing of the accumula-
tion wire magnetosubband dispersion for electrons [30] 
with the fractional QH edge dispersions for quasiparticles 
[31]. 
 Looking at the 1/3ν =  voltage bias curves in Fig. 10, it 
is clear that the conductance is strongly temperature de-
pendent at extremely low temperatures. The likeliest can-
didate for such low-energy scattering is electron–electron 
interactions. As discussed in Refs. [32] and [33], coupled 
fractional QH channels can result in such metallic behav-
iour, as long as electrons (not fractional quasiparticles) 
backscatter the charge between the counterpropagating 
ν  = 1/3 edges, creating an ‘antiwire’. The T-dependence is 
predicted to be metallic since low-temperature correlations 
at ν  = 1/3 suppress electron tunnelling and therefore back-
scattering. The conductance is predicted to behave as a 
power-law ( ) ,G T T

α

∼  and the data of Fig. 10 would fit an 
exponent α= –0.4, corresponding to the Luttinger parame-
ter 1 /2 1 2g α= - = .  after Ref. [33]. We note that the same 
exponent occurs in the voltage dependence d /dI V V

α

∼  

[dashed line, Fig. 10(a) and (b)]. It would appear that  
the accumulation wire effectively functions as a 1ν =   
‘vacuum’ for counterpropagating fractional quasiparticles, 
constituting a 1/3:1:1/3 junction where only electrons can 
tunnel and backscatter charge. We remark that the planar 
antiwire geometry originally suggested in Refs. [32], [33] 
and implemented in Ref. [14] actually prohibits the desired 
strong coupling of fractional QH edges, since the interven-
ing barrier exponentially suppresses tunnelling at high B  
[34]. Only in the non-planar geometry introduced here can 
counterpropagating edge modes overlap sufficiently in real 
space that strong-backscattering in the high-B limit may 
occur. 
 We note that the sharp confinement potential will play 
a decisive role in modeling the junction conductance. Ex-
perimentally, sharp edge potentials have been shown to 
eliminate the incompressible strips characteristic of soft 
QH edges [25]. Recent theory has been able to describe 
conduction in this sharp limit where these incompressible 
strips are expected to be absent [9]. 
 
 7 Conclusion In conclusion we have provided an 
overview of quantum Hall edges, with special focus on re-
cent experimental results in sharp edge structures. In the 
first T-junction experiment, we probed the QHE edge state 
dispersion relation ( )

n
E k

^  at a sharp cleaved edge. Associ-
ating conductance peaks with momentum-conserved tun-
neling into quantum Hall edge states, we deduced the real 
space position of the edge state orbit centers and deduce 
that incompressible strips as envisioned by Chklovskii 
cannot exist here. Subsequently, the corner-overgrowth 
technique was reviewed, and the resulting L-shaped quan-
tum well was brought into the quantum Hall regime. Indi-
vidual facets show well-developed quantum Hall effect, 
and at equal filling on both facets, conduction across the 
corner shows that the two facets are coupled and current 
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can scatter at this corner-junction. The conduction is char-
acterized as a function of temperature, voltage, and filling 
factor, showing various metallic and insulating states. 
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